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Joni Mitchell wasn’t yet 25 when she first gifted the world her song “Both Sides Now.” Judy Collins made its first
commercially-released recording; soon artists were lining up to record it, including Frank Sinatra. The 25-year old
Mitchell herself released it in 1969. In what might be her most famous song, she asserted, “I really don’t know love
at all.” Flash-forward to the present day, and the 71-year old singer-songwriter-artist seems well-acquainted with
the vagaries of that most universal subject. Mitchell has curated a retrospective of her career in the form of a new
4-CD box set appropriately entitled Love Has Many Faces. Subtitled A Quartet, A Ballet, Waiting to Be Danced,
the box finds Mitchell eschewing a traditional approach to create a new creative arc based on her music, assembled
in four acts.
Love Has Many Faces doesn’t present its acts as traditional narratives, but rather as thematic suites. Together, they
challenge listeners to view Mitchell’s music and career in a new context. Only a rough one-third of the set is drawn
from the 1970s, during which she thrived as a leading light of the “singer-songwriter” movement. As a result,
favorite songs like “Help Me,” “Big Yellow Taxi,” “Chelsea Morning,” “Free Man in Paris” and “Woodstock” are
nowhere to be found, discarded in favor of lesser-known work from the 1980s and onward. Stylistically, the box
also emphasizes the jazz that has long been a vital part of her creative palette. If the resulting compilation of songs

drastically under represents the folk-rock artist with whom so many of her fans first fell in love, it’s still a sharp,
compelling, reflective and deeply personal journey through love and the ways we make contact.
Nostalgic imagery of the 1950s, whether turned on its head or presented blissfully free of irony, is a key thread
through Act I, “Birth of Rock and Roll Days.” The sound of liberation pulsates through the act’s opening salvo, “In
France They Kiss on Main Street” (“Amour, mama, not cheap display!”). “They’ve been broken in churches and
schools/And molded to middle class circumstance,” Mitchell observes of a generation. But there was an out, at
least for her: “Rolling, rolling, rock and rolling…” Her voice is at its most exultantly pure on the song, supported
by James Taylor and two-thirds of Crosby, Stills and Nash.
Act Two is titled “The Light Is Hard to Find,” but even when contemplating the dark (her most acclaimed album is,
of course, named Blue), Mitchell has radiated light. The same can be said for this act. When the going gets dark,
it’s plenty dark, as on “No Apologies” (“No apologies to the outraged Japanese/No ‘sorry, little girl’/The pigs just
took her”) or “Not to Blame” (“Your charitable acts seemed out of place/With the beauty, with your fist marks on
her face”). “Trouble Child” is a wrenchingly eloquent musing on the nature of depression and isolation, with
quotes from Nietzsche woven into the lyric. But there’s empathy and strength in the song, as in so much of
Mitchell’s music here. It’s chilling and prescient to listen to “The Wolf That Lives in Lindsey” from 1979’s
Mingus: “The cops don’t seem to care/For derelicts or ladies of the night/They’re weeds for yanking out of
sight…”
For all the turmoil that precedes it, the second act/disc of Love Has Many Faces ends with the sound of crickets
and the soft, sensual “Night Ride Home.” It strikes a contented note which continues through the beginning of the
third act, “Love Has Many Faces,” and its lush opening, a cover of the 1933 standard “You’re My Thrill.”
Underrated songs like “A Strange Boy,” “Just Like This Train” and “You Dream Flat Tires” (the latter in its
orchestral Travelogue recording with the likes of Plas Johnson on saxophone and Billy Preston on organ) feature
typically indelible imagery, filled with rich details and sharp observations; the earthy, sensuous “All I Want” and
“Carey,” both from 1971’s Blue, jolt on this disc only because they’re surrounded by so many songs from

Mitchell’s later period, with her more burnished vocals and wizened recollections of loves come and gone. (The
constantly shifting production styles can also be jarring.) The shifting perspective – from so-called “confessional”
songs to character studies and stories in song – also makes for particularly intense listening here. Mitchell’s
journeys in Act 3 include sojourns to France, Italy and everywhere in between, but the title of the fourth and final
act/disc asserts, “If You Want Me, I’ll Be in the Bar.” It’s as good a place as any for her storytelling to come to life.
Joni Mitchell’s first-ever box set, Love Has Many Faces is packaged in a hardcover book format. The centerpiece
of the 52-page book is an 8,000+ word note scribed by Mitchell with her typical candor. “This box set is rising like
the phoenix from the ashes of two dead projects – a ballet and a horrendously ill-conceived box set. They started it
without me. They hired two incompetents to ‘do’ me,” she writes at one point, seething at plans that the box would
include “discarded and damaged work” (read: outtakes). “’Why are you doing this?’ I asked the bosses. ‘That’s the
way it’s done’ was the reply. ‘Not to me,’ I said. And I squelched it.” As

overseen by Mitchell to her
exacting specifications, the set happily includes full lyrics and a charming hand-written
note explaining a discrepancy between the printed track listing and what’s heard on the
disc. The book lacks the typical credits usually found in an undertaking such as this one;
as far as the (fine) mastering goes, there’s an indication that “most of this music was
assembled at home. Joni was assisted by

Matt Lee of Silkë Berlinn & The

Addictions, and Steve Wessing.
Additional mastering was provided by Bernie Grundman.”
No, Love Has Many Faces isn’t the chronologically-arranged career-overview-with-rarities hoped for by so many fans and collectors.
Mitchell’s notes seem to indicate that such a set will remain a pipe dream. But as a defiantly alternative look at the frequently stunning
music made by one of popular music’s most restless artists, this set is not just compelling, but moreover, rarely less than fascinating.

